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Chicago Dealership Offers Detailing Service for Exotic Vehicles

Exotic Vehicle Owners Can Get Their Model Detailed at McLaren Chicago.

CHICAGO (PRWEB) November 20, 2020 -- Owning an exotic vehicle is like owning an exotic pet: friends and
family want to check it out and they require extensive care. While every vehicle needs to be kept clean, it’s
especially important for exotic vehicles. By keeping these models clean, it can prevent any potential damage
from debris. If any exotic vehicle owners are looking to get their model detailed, they should visit McLaren
Chicago.

At the McLaren Chicago Detail Studio, the specialists understand the importance of maintaining an exotic
vehicle. They understand what vehicles can go through whether they are driven through the city or on a track.
The specialists also follow the proper techniques to avoid causing more damage to a customer’s vehicle. They
strongly suggest avoiding less experienced detailing specialists as that could increase the potential for damage.

While the name of the dealership suggests that only McLaren models are sold and serviced, other exotic brands
like Alfa Romeo, Lamborghini and Porsche can also be serviced here. No matter what brand of exotic vehicle a
customer owns, the McLaren Chicago Detail Studio will work to make the vehicle look brand-new again. They
do this by using several different treatments that both preserve and enhance the interior and exterior of the
exotic vehicle.

If any Chicago residents would like to learn more about this service, they can find more information by visiting
mclarenchicago.com. They can also contact the McLaren Chicago team by calling 312-635-6482. The service
center is open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. McLaren
Chicago is located at 645 W. Randolph St. in Chicago.
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Contact Information
Josh King
McLaren Chicago
http://mclarenchicago.com
312-635-6482

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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